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**RECENT MEETS**

*June 11th* - UCLA Long Course 140+ swimmers  
*June 24th* – Las Vegas Long Course 50+ swimmers  
*June 30th* – Santa Barbara Long Course 100 swimmers  
*June 30th* – SLO (Dual Sanctioned) - Closed Masters registration early as reached capacity. This event also held and “in the pool” open water event that was very well received.  
*July 9th* – Patrick Moore Long Course Relay Meet 20+ swimmers  
July 15th – SW Zone Long Course Championships 200+ swimmers  
Aug 2nd - Nationals Long Course in Minn. 1000+ swimmers (Rose Bowl 3rd place finish)

**Upcoming SPMS Meets:**

October 8th – UCLA SCM (Meet Pending until all Sanction requirements are met)  
October 22nd – Pierce College SCM

- The Meet Operations

Current WIP (We will be meeting at convention to review and more forward on these items)  
1) Meet Survey – Designing a short Survey to obtain feedback from swimmers after each meet.  
2) Meet Safety Reminder Sheet – Having safety issues at meets with swimmers diving into warm up lanes etc. Working on safety sheet to go out to all coaches and newsletter reminder.  
3) Revising the Meet Host Guidelines  
4) Revising Observation Report for Observed Meets